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When i s a Dose not a DoseT1

V. P. Bond * , , ..

DEDICATION

It is a singular honor to have been chosen to present this

year's Taylor Lecture. When I first entered the field of radiation

biology in 1947, the nane Lauriston Taylor was already legendary

and I had little expectation of meeting him. I was thus surprised

and delighted when, at a meeting of the Radiological Society of

North America, in about 1960, he approached me and asked if I

would be willing to chair an NCRP scientific committee. I was

immediately impressed with his knowledge, demeanor, and

gentlemanly conduct. Further association with him over the years

has only strengthened substantially ay initial impression—that

Lauriston Taylor is indeed a distinguished leader among leaders.

He is more than fully deserving of his ever growing legendary

status. I an pleased to dedicate ay remarks to him.

INTRODUCTION

Although an enormous amount of progress in radiation

protection and risk assessment has been made during the last 45

years or so, during which time I have been a direct observer of

the changing scene, a number of significant problems remain.

However, the one that in my view transcends all of the rest in

overall importance, and which has been subject to considerable

misunderstanding, involves what has come to be known as the
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"linear, non-threshold hypothesis" or simply the "linear

hypothesis". Particularly troublesome has been the widespread

interpretation of this hypothesis, to the effect that any amount

of radiation, no matter how small, can cause an increase in the

excess incidence of cancer.

The linear hypothesis has dominated radiation protection

philosophy and policy for more than three decades. As such, it has

had enormous financial, societal, and political impacts. Also, it

has engendered, in large segments of the population, an almost

morbid fear of low-level exposure to ionizing radiation.

In the limited time available this evening, I wish to

"present a different interpretation of the hypothesis. The basis

for the different view lies in the evolution of dose-response

functions, particularly with respect to their use initially in the

context of early acute effects only, and than for the late

effects, carcinogenesis and mutagenesis.

BACKGROUND MATERIAL

Oose-response curves for ionizing radiation were first

developed to predict its acute, early effects on normal organs and

mammals (humans), and on cancers treated with radiation. These

relationships determined the fraction (probability) of persons

responding quantally as a function of absorbed dose [a quantal

response is a definably "either-or" change such as an irreversible

level of injury, the appearance of a cancer, or death (1)]. The

principal purpose and usefulness of these functions was to permit

estimation of these probabilities, thus permitting the

radiotherapist to prescribe a dose, or course of doses, that would

maximize the probability of controlling the tumor while minimizing
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the chance of unacceptable collateral danage to normal tissues

that were unavoidably irradiated. The curves corresponded to those

used generally in toxicology and therapeutic medicine, i.e., they

had a threshold and were non-linear.

Subsequent findings in cell systems and in human

radioepidemiological studies suggested that cancer could result
i

from relatively small absorbed doses. However, it was evident that

at least the Initial portion of the dosa-response curve was often

consistent with a linear, non-threshold relationship.

Nonetheless, the identical variable quantities developed earlier

in connection with the toxicological model were carried over

directly to describe the linear, non-threshold relationships

(2,3). It is the function based on this model that led to the

linear, non-threshold hypothesis, referred to here as "the linear

hypothesis", generally interpreted to mean that any amount of

radiation, no matter how small, can cause a cancer.

Our principal objective in this communication is not

necessarily to question the proportionality of the

radioepidemiological variables, but rather to evaluate the

appropriateness and consequences of using a toxicological-medical

model to represent radioepidemioiogical data. Does this practice

provide directly the information needed in public health and its

subdiscipline, epidemiology? Can the same data be represented by a

different functional relation, more relevant to radioepidemiology?

Would such a function support the linear hypothesis, particularly

with regard to the non-threshold thesis that attributable cancer

will appear even with very small amounts of radiation?

The meaning of the concept of dose is central to these

questions, as is the difference in this meaning when dose is both



considered in relation to the individual person (patient) who

constitutes the focus of medicine and toxicology, and when it is

applied to populations, which are the focus of radioepidemiology

and public health. These issues will be discussed first.

Th« Two Fonts of Dose. Two equally useful dosinetric

quantities are used in medicine and toxicology, each of which is

called "dose". Only one, the mass concentration of agent D, will

here be termed dose.2 The other, the total amount of agent in

the dosed system, will be distinguished from D by calling it the

total amount of agent, e. The two are related by n, the total

mass of the system, i.e.,

e = mD (1)

The relationship is general, and applies to any agent or substance

administered.

The concentration form of dose, D, is incomplete because

concentration alone does not express the absolute amount of any

agent in a system of mass m in the absence of a specified or

implied.value for m. The more complete expression of dose to the

system is e, which takes into account both of these quantities, 0

and a.

With radiation, for which energy is the active agent, the

concentration, and the more complete fora of dose, are the

2D is here called dose because of this usage in radiation
dosimetry. By historical precedent, and as defined in both
general and medical dictionaries, dose is the total amount
administration, and not the concentration D.



absorbed dose D, and the total collective energy3, e, in the

system, respectively. In therapeutic radiology and for early,

acute effects in general, the absorbed dose nay be used alone

because it is implied (and generally understood) that the mass is

that of-the tumor bed or other biological entity irradiated. For

this reason, absorbed dose alone has been and continues to be

useful in radiotherapy.

Nonetheless, it was understood early in radiotherapy that the

total energy in the system mass also plays an important role in

determining the severity of effect, particularly on the normal

tissues unavoidably included in the bean. Accordingly, the total

energy to these nornal systems is approximated in the fora of

kg»Gy or joules, the value of which is minimized to avoid

unacceptable damage.

In cancer radioepidemiology, the' system we focus on is not the

patient, but rather a specific population of noraal individuals

who have been irradiated as the result of an event such as an

atonic bombing, a large radiation accident such as Chernobyl, or a

year's occupational exposure in an industrial plant. Here also it

is necessary to obtain « for the entire system. However, in

radioepidemiology it is not only the size (mass) of the total

system irradiated that varies widely with the type and severity of

the event, but also the spectrum of doses as well as the number

and thus mass of persons in each dose interval. Thus, in applying

Eq. 1, not just one dose (interval) but many must be specified.

Also, the lumber (mass) of persons corresponding to any dose

3Although the symbol e is used by the ICRU to denote the
amount of energy imparted, it is discussed only in the context of
masses of microscopic dimensions.



interval cannot be implied, but oust be provided specifically.

Only with such detailed specification can the total energy e, and

thus, the severity of effect on the entire population or

subgroups, be obtained.

The quantity person*Gray has been widely used instead of (m«D)

in Eq. 1, as the value upon which the nuaber of attributable

cancers depends, e.g., in hazaird analysis and in record keeping

for radiation protection. However, the number of persons and their

collective mass are related by a constant, the average body

weight. If this is taken to be 70 kg, one person«Gy is 70 joules.

Thus the need for the quantity t is already implicitly recognized.

Sources and Treatment of Data

The data used in the present analyses are based on the

excess incidence of cancer of all types found in studies of the

atonic bomb survivors (4,5). As discussed elsewhere in more

detail (6), of the two sets of data provided, for leukemia and for

all other forms of cancer, the latter was chosen because of the

larger number of cancers. A composite of data from the two re-

analyses (4,5), in which newer dose estimates were employed (7),

was used to develop the familiar dose-response curve shown in

Fig.l. The radiation involved was essentially all penetrating

gamma, with a small contribution from fast neutrons. Absorbed dose

is used here for simplicity even though the shielded kerma was

employed in these original papers. Current and not projected

values for attributable cancer were employed.

The coordinates of the curve in Fig. 1 are the fraction of

dosed persons with cancer, Nem/ND, vs. absorbed dose, in which Nea

is the numcer of radiation-attributable lethal cancers (i.e.,



persons that died from cancer), and ND is the number of persons

irradiated (dosed). This is a toxicological representation of the

data, with coordinates identical to those used for the threshold

functions developed for early, acute effects of irradiation. In

fact this curve provides information only on the severity of

effect on the group at a given value of D. Fron Fig. 1 alone, it

is not possible to determine the absolute number of attributable

cancers to be expected in the population of survivors in this or

any other similarly exposed population: to do this the number or

mass of the irradiated persons at each data point must be taken

into account (see the Table in Fig. 2).

We can now examine whether the dosimetric quantity e, into

which the mass is incorporated directly, would describe the

radioepidemiological data more adequately than does dose, and

would be more appropriate for making predictions. The same data

used for the function in Fig. 1 and the nunber and masses4 of

survivors given in Fig. 2 were used to formulate the relationship

shown in Fig. 2, in which the absolute number of attributable

*Although the average weight of the Japanese adults and
children irradiated was less than that in persons in Western
countries, no precise data were available. Hence the mass of the
"standard man", 70 kg, was used in converting numbers of persons
and doses into joules.



cancers, Nca, is shown as a function of the collective energy e.

Because the curve in Fig. 2 is essential to the primary objective

of this paper, i.e., to examine the validity of the non-threshold

aspect of the linear hypothesis, we will discuss the application

of this radioepideniological function in detail.

Although the curves in Figs. 1 and 2 are similar in that

both may be assumed to be consistent with linearity, they differ

conceptually. Some of these differences are as follows:

The curve in Fig. 1 does not incorporate the absolute number

(mass) of persons at any point, as does every point on the curve

in Fig. 2.

The curve in Fig. 1 suggests that extrapolation would estimate

the probability of a cancer at levels of D below which there was

an actual excess. The curve in Fig. 2 does not suggest any such

downward extension. Because no attributable cancers occur below

some definite value of e, there is no justification for implying

that cancers may be observed below that value.

The values in Fig. 1 are not additive to yield the absolute

number of attributable cancers that should be observed in the

dosed population. However, the individual values of the Nc, at

each point on the epidemiological function in Fig. 2 are additive,

so that a value for Nel for the entire dose population can be
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determined directly from the curve, for the atonic bomb survivors

or any other sinilarly-dosed population. The value of We, can

then be related to ND for the entire population, to obtain the

probability of cancer appearing.

It is tempting to assume that a fractional value from

extrapolation of the curve in Fig. 1 could become meaningful when

applied to a larger population; i.e., if one simply included more

irradiated persons. But if this were to be done, a point in Fig.

2 would not remain where it is: it would move higher on the curve

because additional collective energy would have been included.

This finding implies that the curve in Fig. 2 will essentially

always be truncated at the lower end, with no meaningful data

points or extensions of the curve below the point at which

attributable cancers are actually observed.

A Minimum Energy Requirement for Cancer

The slope of the line in Fig. 2 permits the calculation of

an expectation value for the minimal amount of collective energy

required for one attributable cancer, a quantity we shall denote

by to. This slope is one attributable cancer per 3.5 kJ, so that

a minimum of about 3.5 kJ of energy is required for one



attributable cancer to appear. This value for c0 is a mean,

derived from all data points on the curve.

Fig. 3, which was constructed from the sane data as Figs. 1 and

2, shows that this minimal energy requirement holds over a wide

range of doses; i.e., c0 appears to be invariant with absorbed

dose. Some statistical dispersion occurs around the mean value of

eo, particularly at the lower three points, as would be expected

from the small values of t represented by each point. However, if

the data for these three are combined, the resulting point would

lie very close to the horizontal line drawn (not shown in Fig. 4).

The above bears on the interpretation of the Non-Threshold

Concept in that the toxicological function shown in Fig. 1 fosters

the illusion that even very small doses of radiation can result in

a cancer. However, as discussed above, if the dose-response curve

is expressed instead in terms of the radioepidemiological relation

between the absolute number of attributable cancers and the

dosiaetric quantity collective energy e , cancer occurs only if

this more complete form of dose exceeds a minimum value, to.

Therefore we conclude that the non-threshold aspect of the linear

hypothesis is seriously misleading and probably invalid since

radiation-attributable cancers are most unlikely to appear at any
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given snail value of 0 unless « at that value exceeds the required

minimum, eo.

This interpretation of the no-threshold thesis is supported

by a basic fact, well known to radiobiologists working with cancer
i

or other quantal responses in either animals or cells, that nore

subjects oust be dosed at low values of absorbed dose in order to

be able to observe an excess number of responders (although the

procedure is frequently regarded only as a means of improving the

statistical quality of the data). Also, the fact that the very

low dose groups of people among the atomic bomb survivors were

used as "in city" comparison populations indicates a tacit

acceptance by those using the data that a level of dose exists

below which, to a chosen level of confidence, no attributable

cancers can be found. However, there appears to have been little

or no overt recognition of the fact that acceptance of this need

for more subjects at low values of D is tantamount to acceptance

of the requirement to increase the value of e.

Collateral Energy Deposition

The term collateral energy deposition is used here to denote

the energy transferred by non-deterministic means to those

biological structures and substances that are inert, in the sense

that damage to them cannot be related causally to an attributable
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cancer. The conclusion that there must be a Minimal value of

collateral energy deposition for one cancer to appear can be

appreciated only by use of the concept of collective energy, e.

The reason is that a given dose retains the sane value, be the

target of microscopic dimensions, or much larger, e.g., those of a

person.

To appreciate the magnitude of the factor that separates

collateral and deterministic energy deposition, it is instructive

to compare the total amount of radiation energy associated with

the linear hypothesis (Fig. 2), with the amount of energy

sufficient to initiate the transformation of a single cell. Were

it possible to deliver this energy only to the cellular target in

a non-destructive but precisely directed way - which is beyond the

realm of reality - then this smallest amount might be the energy

equivalent of perhaps one to three ionizations, delivered to a

single gene. This amount would be about 1 to 3 times the mean

amount of energy required for one ionization, (approximately 34

ev), or about 5 x 10"18 J. This value is smaller by a factor of

about 1021 than the calculated value of 3.5 kJ required for cancer

induction, as we have determined radioepidemiologically. The

result indicates that the large value for e0 is due to the
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collateral energy deposition that is inseparably tied to aany, if

not most, random processes.

The ain of this paper is not to prove that the probability of

attributable cancer is zero at low values of D. Rather, it is to

emphasize the repeatedly confirmed radiobiological fact that

attributable cancers and other cell-associated quantal responses

will be observed at low values of 0 only if the irradiated mass

and thus the resulting « are relatively large. This means that,

in the region in which "extrapolation" to low doses is practiced

using Fig. 1, no attributable cancers will be observed.

When a Risk is not a Risk

Exposure to ionizing radiation, particularly at low doses

and low—dose rates, is frequently stated to result in a "risk" of

cancer or genetic effects. Further, this risk is evaluated in

terms of the risk coefficient, which is the slope of the curve for

the ratio of the number of persons with attributable cancer per

number exposed and dosed on the ordinate, and dose on the abscissa

(see Fig. 1). In addition, exposure limits for radiation are

established, using as a guide accident death rates for workers at

risk in the "safe" industries (2,8).
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These practices indicate that, with radiation exposure, the

slope of the above-aentioned curve is indeed considered to

represent risk in the conventional sense of the word. However, we

show that substantive differences exist between conventional risk

as commonly used in the context of faniliar accidents, and the

probability encountered with radiation exposure that is now termed

risk. To do this, it is first necessary to define the word

"exposure" as ic is used in relation to the conventional risks

associated with familiar accidents.

The word and concept of exposure, as now used in the context

of conventional, familiar risks (9), is clarified by an example.

Each year large numbers of persons are exposed to lightning in

that they are outdoors or otherwise "uncovered" during

thunderstorms, so that the probability of being struck by

lightning is not zero (10). As tine elapses in the course of the

canonical period of one year, an increasing but still exceedingly

snail fraction of those exposed are struck by lightning. They

thus become both dosed and affected (or overtly injured) to sone

degree because energy was transferred in the process. Of those

dosed and affected, only a fraction will evince a quantal

response, e.g., die. Thus, three distinct compartments emerge,

each successively derived from the preceding larger compartment.
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These are termed the "exposed", "dosed and affected", and

"quantally responding" groups.

Conventional risk associated with familiar accidents refers

to the act of being exposed in a "field of particles" that are in

motion relative to the individual, such that one is at risk of

being injured or killed. The strength of the field is expressed

in terns of the field-oriented quantity, particle fluence rate o.

Using the example of lightning referred to above, chosen because

of the ease with which it can be visualized as constituting a

field of "particulate" lightning bolts striking randonly, we

write,

in which NE and Nq are the numbers exposed and quantally

responding respectively, o is the particle fluence rate; t is the

exposure time; ap is the physical "cross section" or probability

of a hit; pB is the biological probability of a quantal response

appearing among those dosed and affected; and the ratio (Nq/NE)/t

is the conventional, individual risk of a quantal response. Thus

familiar risk is the product of at least two probabilities,
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tfp and PB. That Is to say, risk is the product of the probability

of an accident and the severity of the consequences (e.g., the

nuaber dead in an exposed population). The exposure tine t is a

measure of the amount of exposure in a particle field, of strength

o.

An exposure-response curve for the conventional risk of

familiar accidents can now be drawn. The one of aost interest,

which results from Eq. 2, is Nq/NE as a function of tine (i.e.,

most exposures involving risk are continuous or recurrent). This

is shown in Fig. 4a. Conventional individual risk is the slope of

the curve in Fig. 4a, i.e., Nq/(NE»t), or the number of quantal

responses (deaths)/person year. The concept of dose is not used in

the context of familiar accidents (10).

However, after a given exposure tine t, the probability of

being hit, dosed and affected, ap, has become translated into the

really of a determined value of the object—oriented quantity, the

number of dosed and affected persons, ND, divided by Nz. PB

becomes N,/ND. Thus Eq. 2 becomes:

, (3)

in which Nq/ND is the probability of a dosed and affected person

responding quantally.
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With conventional exposure and risk, the particles in notion

are of a size commensurate with that of organs or the whole

mammal. Also, they either appear infrequently, are separated by

distances that are large with respect to target dimensions, are

hindered in sone way froa making contact, or all three. Thus <rp

can be quite snail.

With radiation, on the other hand, the sub-nicroscopic

dimensions of the particles and their close proximity to each

other, ensures that, for a macroscopic object such as a person, af

is unity. Consequently, every exposed person is dosed and

affected. Thus, Njr becomes ND, and Eq. 3 becomes:

Hs. (4)
N

Note that t is related to the canonical period of exposure,

and not necessarily to dose rate.

However, No usually represents a large number of dosed and

affected persons, distributed over a defineable range of doses,

frequently zero to Dt. Thus it is possible (but not usually

necessary from a public health standpoint because one has Nq/ND

for the entire population) to plot the number that will evince a

quantal response in the form of a cancer, as s function of dose.
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This evaluation is frequently nade in tenu of the curve shown in

Fig. 4b, in which N,/NE is plotted against dose. However, because

NE - Nn, this function is not appropriate for either risk,

toxicology, or epidemiology. The toxicological function is more

appropriately given as that in Fig. 4c, i.e., Nq/ND as a function

of D. The coordinates of this function are identical to those of

a toxicological dose-response curve.

Because <rp in Eq. 2 is 1.0, the curve in Fig. 4c represents

only the severity factor for each value of O1 in the expression

for risk, and not conventional risk. Thus, the function for the

severity of population response, shown in Fig. 4c is substantively

different from that for the conventional risk of a quantal

response, shown in Fig. 4a. It then follows that it is not

conventional risk that is being evaluated in the current

approaches to radiation risk assessment, but rather the dependence

of the severity factor of risk, on dose.

The importance of this lies in the fact that quantal

response rates for familiar lethal accidents in relatively "safe"

industries are used as a comparison, on the basis of which

radiation exposure limits are set (2,8). This practice may be

justified from the standpoint that a death is a death, whatever

the causal circumstances may be. However, with op being unity for
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radiation exposure, the appropriateness of the comparison is open

to question. It has the effect of making radiation appear to be

more hazardous than it actually is.

An analogue situation would be a "comparison" of the risk

i

from two different types of familiar accidents, for one of which

the conventional risk value for those exposed is quoted [i.e.,

(ND/NE) • <Nq/ND) ], but for the other only the death rate for those

hit, dosed and injured is given (i.e., Nq/ND) . This would make

the latter type of accident appear to be much more risky than it

actually is.

The significance of using conventional risk in connection

with exposure limits can perhaps be seen more clearly by alluding

to (but not necessarily endorsing) comparisons that would be more

equitable. One approach would be to compare the mortality rates

only for those dosed and injured in both groups of workers (i.e.,

compare this mortality rate for the irradiated group with that for

those actually injured in familiar industrial accidents). Perhaps

a more equitable comparison would be between the risk from a

conventional familiar accident, and only those radiation workers

who are considered to be overexposed and obviously injured as the

result of an event involving accidental exposures from a strong

radiation source. Such statistics are available in compilations
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of radiation accidents (11). With either of these alternative

approaches, it is likely that radiation exposure would appear to

be much less dangerous than it does with the present approach.

i

Is Dose A Measure of Individual Probability?

With respect to Fig. 4c, and the probability of the quantal

response cancer at a given dose Dlt several biological factors,

only recently appreciated, (e.g., Multiple somatic mutations,

"promotors", "inhibitors"), have been iaplicated in the

carcinogenic process (5). None of these factors appears to be

correlated with either dose or the number dosed. As a result, a

value for the absorbed dose to any particular individual provides

no information on how many necessary mutational events may have

taken place before the dose of interest was delivered, or whether

relevant promotors or inhibitors are available. Thus, although a

larger value of absorbed dose to a given individual may well

indicate a higher mean value for the probability of cancer

induction, knowledge of the absorbed dose to an Individual is

unlikely to provide a correct value for the probability of that

individual developing an attributable cancer. Thus, two

individuals with the same absorbed dose most likely will differ

appreciably with respect to the probability of incurring a
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radiation—associated cancer, and one with a lower dose may well

have a larger probability.

Thus, while individuals in an irradiated population may have

an increased probability of cancer, neither the observed

attributable incidence in a population at a given dose, nor the

corresponding absorbed dose to an individual can provide an

accurate value for that probability. Also relevant here is that no

amount of probability per se. no matter how large, has ever

injured or killed anyone. The only basis for action in public

health and radioepidemiology is the number of attributable cancers

actually observed.

Remarks

Although the dose in radiation pursuits is always given In

terns of D, there is no requirement to weigh any subject, and the

quantity, e, is seldom either defined or used. Thus, there is

usually no reason to be aware that such a radiotherapeutlcally and

otherwise useful quantity exists, let alone to conclude that the

severity of an effect on an exposed population studied

radioepidemiologically should depend on its value. Awareness of

the existence and importance of « would be enhanced were the
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quantity "collective energy" to be added to those defined by the

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements.

We have not called the nininal energy requirement a

threshold, partly because «0 is not a threshold in the classical

sense, but also to avoid implying that the value we estimated

might be some universally applicable threshold energy requirement

for cancer. The value of 3.5 kJ applies only to the data used and

the confidence limits that apply to these data, and would be

different if, for instance, the "cancers other than leukemia"

group used were expanded to include leukemia, if the population

had been exposed to radiations of higher LET, or if the dose rates

had been lower (were the leukemias to be included, t0 would be

about 4.6 kJ). Furthermore, an increase in the confidence level

would lead to an even larger value of t. Finally, the development

of the ^-response curve in Fig. 2 is not meant to imply that the

use of this function represents the only approach to determining

the excess attributable cancers in an exposed population.

An important conclusion that we reached in this work is that

a strong need exists for fuller recognition of the fact that the

"low-level" exposure associated with radiation protection is

solely a public health and epideaiological problem, and should be

so analyzed. It is only the "high-level" exposure associated with
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radiotherapy and accidental overexposure that constitutes

individual—oriented medical problems.

Medicine cannot be made to do the job of public health

including epidemiology, by extrapolating the response of an

individual to a population. Conversely, epidemiology cannot be

made to do the job of medicine by extrapolation of a population

response to the individual, by using concepts of risk or

probability. In the annual publication Accident Facts (10),

neither risk nor probability is mentioned. Perhaps the emphasis

in radiation protection and the radioepidemiology on which it

depends should therefore shift decisively avay from attempting to

determine with ever-increasing accuracy the "risk" to each

individual, with the implication that the aim is to limit the

amount of this abstruse quantity to the individual, and emphasize

instead the estimation of the actual number of attributable

cancers (or other effects) expected to occur in unidentified and

unidentifiable persons in a particular exposed population.

Although Eq 1 puts no bounds on reciprocity between m and D,

competing causes of a quantal response can determine practical

limits. An upper limit Is defined by the fact that the 3.5 kJ of

collective energy required for one cancer to be observed in a

population would certainly result in a value of D that would be
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acutely lethal if delivered to one person. Further, if it is

assumed that deaths from acute radiation injury will occur at

doses of two Gy or more, then reciprocity for this effect would

begin to break down when about 25 persons have received this dose.

At the lower-dose end, no reciprocity-defeating competing effects

have as yet been shown definitely to exist. Possible effects of

this nature include adaptive or hormetic processes, and the

presence in the body of "killer cells" or other agents that may be

able to seek and destroy carcinogenically—transformed cells.

The futility of concern for the single individual exposed to

"low level" radiation is suggested by the fact that an individual

receiving 0.1 cGy is below the average energy requirement for a

cancer by a factor of over 50,000. Also, the findings reported

here demonstrate the inherent futility of epideaiological studies

on populations for which the value of collective energy is less

than e0, in attempting to settle the issue of a possible excess

incidence at such low levels of exposure.

The definition of "low-level" exposure to radiation as a low

dose to the exposed individual(s) might better be enlarged to

include the condition of less than e0 kJ to the exposed

population.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. A dose—response curve for all cancers except leukemia,

derived from data on the survivors of the atonic

bombings in Japan. All data points are numbered in

order of increasing absorbed dose (Gy) so that the

relative positions of these points can be readily

compared with those in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The same data as used in Fig. 1, plotted as the

absolute number of excess cancers occurring in a

population, vs. the collective energy c (in kJ),

absorbed in that population. The absorbed dose, the

number of people exposed, and the number of observed

cancers are given for each of the (numbered) data

points. Note that the order of the points differs from

that in Fig. 1 (see text).

Fig. 3. The collective energy e0 (kJ) that must, on average,

be absorbed in a population for one excess cancer to

occur, as a function of absorbed dose (Gy). It is seen

that €0 remains constant down to the lowest values of

absorbed dose.
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Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows N,/NE> the conventional risk of a

quintal response, as a function of the amount of

exposure (units of time) in a "field" of particles of

strength o, which are in motion relative to the target

subject. Dose does not appear in this function.

Fig. 4b shows the toxicological—type function implied

when the number of quantal responders (e.g., with

cancer) is plotted as a function of D. This curve is

inappropriate for either toxicology, epidemiology, or

conventional risk.

Fig. 4c shows a true toxicological-type function, in

which the fraction of those dosed and affected that

respond quantally is plotted against dose. The

coordinates of this function are identical to those of

a conventional dose-response curve in toxicology.
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